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Wireframe Activity

A wireframe is a simplified sketch or digital drawing used to

plan how a web page or app should look and function. It's

like a blueprint that shows where different elements, like

buttons, text, and images, should be placed on the screen. 

Instructions:
Look at some example portfolio pages to get some inspiration of what

features you might want to include in your wireframe for your future website.

What is a wireframe?

Wireframes focus on the structure and layout of the page and don't include

too much details like colors or fancy graphics. They serve as a starting point

for creating a web page or app, helping designers and developers understand

how it should work.

Draw your own

wireframe on the back

of this sheet:

Think about if you

want a...
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footer
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CREATE A WEBSITE WIREFRAMECREATE A WEBSITE WIREFRAME

A wireframe is a simplified sketch or digital drawing to plan

how a web page or app should look and function. It's like a

blueprint that shows where different elements, like buttons,

text, and images, should be placed on the screen.

NEED SOME INSPIRATION?
Use the QR codes to get inspired by looking at some example web pages. 

WHAT IS A WIREFRAME?

Wireframes focus on the structure and layout of the page and only include a

few details like colors or fancy graphics. They serve as a starting point for

creating a web page or app, helping designers and developers understand how

it should work.

Now that you’re inspired, use

the provided blank wireframe

worksheet to create your

website wireframe. While you

are designing your wireframe,

consider adding some of the

following website features

navigation bar 

search bar 

header 

paragraphs 

images 

footer
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WHAT’S THE NEXT STEP?
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